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Building an effective cloud strategy
There are two common objectives behind majority of organizations adopting 
computing: (1) putting the sales organization on a fast track by boosting up
reducing total cost of ownership (TCO)
hardware, labor, IT support and maintenance. 
through the level of saving achievable depends on various key factors e.g. nature of workload processed, 
delivery and integration method, efficiency of infrastructure to be replaced by the Cloud. 
major challenges organizations struggle
deciding the cloud integration strategy.
master data management strategy for their key business elements to address the above challenge. 

Challenges with maintaining enterprise data inside Cloud
Data is critical to the success of every organization. No matter 
the cloud integration strategy, there still remain concerns around
information security, compliance and quality of service
overlooked while finalizing the cloud integration strategy is that the
the enterprise data. In a top-down integration approach, unless data is structured and streamlined
outside the cloud, organizations pay hefty maintenance cost due to poor quality of data injected into the 
cloud, without realizing desired benefits. Following diagram highlights the building blocks of 
organization integrating cloud CRM

Figure 1:
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hardware, labor, IT support and maintenance.  The success of cloud CRM implementation,
through the level of saving achievable depends on various key factors e.g. nature of workload processed, 

ery and integration method, efficiency of infrastructure to be replaced by the Cloud. 
major challenges organizations struggle with is attempting to protect existing IT investment while 
deciding the cloud integration strategy. This white paper recommends organizations to embrace a 
master data management strategy for their key business elements to address the above challenge. 

Challenges with maintaining enterprise data inside Cloud 
Data is critical to the success of every organization. No matter how much organizations have adopted 
the cloud integration strategy, there still remain concerns around change management, historical data

security, compliance and quality of service within the cloud. The fact that gets easily 
overlooked while finalizing the cloud integration strategy is that the organization still holds ownership of 

down integration approach, unless data is structured and streamlined
, organizations pay hefty maintenance cost due to poor quality of data injected into the 

ut realizing desired benefits. Following diagram highlights the building blocks of 
CRM without a Master Data Management strategy. 
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Support 360 degree Portfolio
360-degree view of customer and product portfolio is a basic functionality
effectiveness of any sales organization. Getting access to the 360
fingertips improves efficiency of the CSRs and helps
a 360-degree view of customer or product portfolio, the sales organization doesn’t get 
accelerate business.  

Without an efficient method to highlight 360
extremely difficult for sales organization to keep
unproductive solicitation and reduced custome

Figure 2: Components of 360

In the absence of a matured MDM process, enterprise data resides within the cloud in
transactional form. The disjoint nature of such data impedes CSR performance while attending to service 
requests. Majority of the hold-time is spent establishing the correct account to product match
preference and generating the summary profile view on the fly. 

Portfolio view 
degree view of customer and product portfolio is a basic functionality (of cloud CRM)

effectiveness of any sales organization. Getting access to the 360-degree view of the portfolio at 
y of the CSRs and helps them drive up-sell, sub-sell, and cross

degree view of customer or product portfolio, the sales organization doesn’t get 

Without an efficient method to highlight 360-degree of customer or product portfolio, it becomes 
extremely difficult for sales organization to keep track of customer preferences, resulting in 

reduced customer satisfaction.  

: Components of 360-degree client view in the absence of MDM 

a matured MDM process, enterprise data resides within the cloud in 
transactional form. The disjoint nature of such data impedes CSR performance while attending to service 

time is spent establishing the correct account to product match
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Maintain single version of truth (Golden/Mastered version) inside Cloud
Customers and Products are integral assets of every organization.
demographics, decentralized product development, mergers and acquisitions, 
investing in technology to arrive at innovative ways to retain existing customer base, and acquire new 
customers. Cloud CRM is rapidly evolving as a more strategic, more capable technology option
allows organizations to get up and run
customer and product strategy into one

Cloud CRM gives Organizations the capability to recognize a customer beyond their association with 
product. It provides enough lead to sales organization to acquire and retain customers throughout the 
lifecycle. However, unless the traditional business sil
channels) housing multiple versions o
enterprise and hence injecting such data into th
solution integrated with cloud provides the ideal technology infrastructure to address this challenge by 
transforming source data into trustworthy, actionable and authoritative information going into the 
Cloud. This helps Organizations: 

 Improve up-sell, sub-sell, cross
 Deliver better customer service through improved call handling 

Maintain single version of truth (Golden/Mastered version) inside Cloud
are integral assets of every organization. With frequently changing customer 

centralized product development, mergers and acquisitions, each organization is 
arrive at innovative ways to retain existing customer base, and acquire new 

is rapidly evolving as a more strategic, more capable technology option
to get up and running fast at low cost, yet being able to accommodate their 

customer and product strategy into one-size-fits all solution.  

Organizations the capability to recognize a customer beyond their association with 
provides enough lead to sales organization to acquire and retain customers throughout the 

the traditional business silos (source system of record from multiple sales 
multiple versions of the customer are broken down, it cannot be shared across the 

enterprise and hence injecting such data into the cloud will lead to poor customer experience. 
provides the ideal technology infrastructure to address this challenge by 

ustworthy, actionable and authoritative information going into the 

sell, cross-sell rates to attract new customers, while retaining existing ones
r service through improved call handling  

Figure 3: Customer and Product lifecycle 
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t being able to accommodate their 

Organizations the capability to recognize a customer beyond their association with a 
provides enough lead to sales organization to acquire and retain customers throughout the 

record from multiple sales 
are broken down, it cannot be shared across the 

e cloud will lead to poor customer experience. An MDM 
provides the ideal technology infrastructure to address this challenge by 

ustworthy, actionable and authoritative information going into the 

sell rates to attract new customers, while retaining existing ones 
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Since CRM is so crucial to the customer experience, 
and product data within the application layer. 
transactional data presentable enough to be consumed by the Cloud 

 Functionality to represent each customer
MDM solution assigns a unique
multiple source systems. The
data, originating from same or different source systems
sales representatives’ access 
calls. 

 Functionality to support summary 
outcome of an MDM solution 
customer and product attributes. For an example, in case of a custom
master view of a customer would comprise of an En
golden version of person attributes e.g. Name, Gender, Date of Birth, Marital Status, Postal 
Address, Telephone Number, Email etc. Likewise, a 
product catalog to create an optimized product portfolio that includes Universal Product 
Identifier, Product Name, Brand
Product Type and Product Code

Figure 4: MDM produces single ver

Since CRM is so crucial to the customer experience, it demands consistent representation of customer 
the application layer. The following capabilities of an MDM solution, transforms 

presentable enough to be consumed by the Cloud application. 

Functionality to represent each customer and product data uniquely inside the application layer
MDM solution assigns a unique enterprise id (EID) to each customer and product a

The capability of MDM solution to augment transactional inbound 
me or different source systems into master outbound data, enables 

access to single version of customer/product record while attending to 

Functionality to support summary as well as details around each customer and 
outcome of an MDM solution usually is the golden view of business entities being mastered e.g. 
customer and product attributes. For an example, in case of a customer master soluti

view of a customer would comprise of an Enterprise Identifier (EID) and the associated 
golden version of person attributes e.g. Name, Gender, Date of Birth, Marital Status, Postal 

ddress, Telephone Number, Email etc. Likewise, a product master solution would 
product catalog to create an optimized product portfolio that includes Universal Product 

Brand Name, Line of Business, Product Hierarchy (Product Group, 
Product Type and Product Code) etc. 

: MDM produces single version of customer and product portfolio 
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Reference Data external to the Cloud 
The concept of virtual call center is gradually gaining popularity with big organizations. The CSRs in a 
virtual call center attend to a wide spectrum of calls, which spans across geographies. Global 
conglomerates in Retail and Healthcare industry have several thousands of product lines, which make 
up-sell, cross-sell a challenging task for CSRs. This decentralization, coupled with frequent reorganization 
as a result of mergers & acquisitions, compliance with regulatory standards make CSR tasks even 
tougher. 

Cloud applications support only certain capabilities that could supplement the operational requirements 
of an organization. In the context of CRM, there could be several occasions when the CSR would need to 
access the source systems for details, while attending to customer calls. For example, while tracking 
shipment status for a customer order, the CSR needs to navigate outside the cloud in order to service 
the request. In order to better service the customers, CSRs strive to reduce the average hold time, 
improve call handling efficiency and minimize repeat calls.  

Mastering enterprise data across product and customer dimensions not only accelerates the call 
handling efficiency, it also provides cross-reference of “smart keys” to navigate away from the cloud for 
better service customers. Without compromise with the core capabilities of MDM, the hub can be 
turned into an operational hub in order to accommodate cross reference to such smart keys.  

Data Standardization 
Sales operations management demands accurate information on customers, prospects and sales 
opportunities in order to create accurate sales reports and effectively deploy sales and marketing 
resources. Marketing management of every organization is also keen to improve the returns from lead 
generation activities by ensuring that the contact information is clean, so that leads can be passed over 
to the sales system quickly and efficiently within minimal involvement from skilled marketing resources. 
Duplicate records and poor quality of customer data triggers multiple mailings that make lead 
generation activities more costly, less effective.  

MDM allows companies to address these sales and marketing business requirements by incorporating 
data standardization rules. Lack of flexibility of cloud application can potentially impact sales and 
marketing effectiveness by missing out on opportunities to add values to the sales organization. Cloud 
CRM applications usually don’t support functionalities to enrich customer information with data from 
other enterprise systems or third party vendor.  

When a CSR interacts with a customer without accurate, complete picture of its account and history, the 
customer is often made to feel undervalued. Poor quality information leads to poor service that 
eventually results in organizations losing customers to competitors.  Hence, it is essential to have 
customer demographics information standardized before it reaches the Cloud.  
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Data Management in the wake of Cloud Computing 
The four major components of cloud based business model are: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as 
a Service (PaaS), Database as a Service (DaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).  For many 
organizations (small and mid-sized business), the pay as you go model of cloud architecture is very 
attractive. Cloud can be integrated at any point inside the enterprise data landscape. It can be the end 
consumer if the organization wishes to leverage only applications and analytic capabilities supported 
within the cloud, or it can also be at the origin of data supply chain. In either case, the data governance 
organization assumes a higher responsibility managing enterprise data flow inside the cloud. Cloud 
computing is both a business model and a user experience, irrespective of the delivery model adopted 
by the organization – internal (private), external (public) or hybrid. Hence, the data governance 
organization plays a key role to ensure data quality, security and compliance while the enterprise data is 
moved through the Cloud.   

An MDM solution helps sales organization improve productivity, increase operational effectiveness 
(customer satisfaction, sales performance and marketing efficacy) and mitigate risks associated with 
poor customer data and governance.  

Benefits of MDM for Cloud integration: 

 Data structured as customary in the business makes the processing much easier within the 
Cloud. 

 The unambiguous assigning of very different characteristics provides comprehensive 
information on the single customer and product. 

 A regular provision of master business data elements assures that the information in the various 
processes stays up-to-date. 

 Sales and marketing productivity is increased. 
 Marketing leads are better qualified and passed on sales sooner. 
 Operational and governance related risks are mitigated. 
 Customer service and overall customer experience is improved. 
 Accurate and complete customer information generated from MDM results in better customer 

service and higher retention rate. 
 Data enrichment and standardization, leveraging all available information sources enhance sales 

prospects and qualification. 

Value creation and business insights are much more easily achieved through an MDM environment, 
where the enterprise has a consistent and complete view of the enterprise data. For example, in a 
customer master solution, having 360-degree view of the customer can directly lead to up-sell, sub-sell 
and cross-sell opportunities – that evaluates the success of marketing campaign and deeper insight into 
customer preferences. Decoupling master data from core applications speeds the development of new 
applications to exploit the master data. In a product master solution, accelerators e.g. NPI (New Product 
Introduction) can significantly reduce the time-to-market for new products, creating values by cutting 
cycle time and cost.  
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The following grid highlights the comparative analysis of key benefits between a traditional cloud 
integration approach vs MDM-powered integration approach.

Figure 5: Traditiona

comparative analysis of key benefits between a traditional cloud 
powered integration approach. 

: Traditional cloud Vs MDM-Powered Cloud implementation 

comparative analysis of key benefits between a traditional cloud 

 


